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PERCEPTION OF JUST NOTICEABLE TIME DISPLACEMENT OF A TONE
PRESENTED IN A METRICAL SEQUENCE AT DIFFERENT TEMPOS
Anders Friberg G. Johan Sundberg
Abstract

The JND for a perturbation of the timin<gof a tone appearing in a metrical sequence was examined in an experiment where 30 listeners of varied musical background were asked to adjust the timing of thefourth tone in a sequence of six such
that they heard the sequence as perfectly regular. The tones were presented at a
constant inter-onset time that was varied between 100 ms and 1000 ms. The average JND was found to be about 10 ms for tones shorter than about 240 ms duration and about 5% ofthe durationfor longer tones. Subjects' musical training did
not appear to affect these values.
INTRODUCTION
A number of investigations have demonstrated that in music performance, even
minor perturbations of the durations of the tones have a major influence on the musical quality (Clarke, 1982; Gabrielsson & Bengtsson, 1983; Repp, 1992; Schaffer, 1981;
Sloboda, 1983; Sundberg, Friberg, & Fryden, 1991b; Todd, 1985). However, the scientific exploration of the perceptual aspects of such deviations in music has been
rare, particularly as compared to the research interest in the analysis of actual music
performances. Most investigations of the perception of time intervals have had a
more general psychoacoustic orientation.
In our ongoing research regarding rules for musical performance, we have noted a
great perceptual relevance of minor deviations from the nominal durations given in
the score (Sundberg, Friberg, & Fryden, 1991a). When tuning a rule modifying the
duration of a note, we adjust the amount of perturbation such that a perceptually
convincing effect emerges for a specific music excerpt. In order to generalise the rule,
it is necessary to apply the process defined by the rule to different kinds of musical
situations and tempos and check this if it works in the intended way. Thereby, it
would be helpful to know how much a note duration needs to be altered in different
tempos, so that the effect remains perceptually the same. The present investigation is
a first attempt to solve this problem by determining the just noticeable difference
(JND)in duration in a simplified musical context.
An important question is whether one should use relative or absolute deviations.
Relative deviations imply a percentage-based perturbation of the note's total duration, while absolute deviations mean that a fixed amount in milliseconds is added or
subtracted. Our first hypothesis was to use relative deviations. One reason is suggested by the music notation itself: an eight note is half as long as a quarter note that
is half as long as a half note, etc. In our performance rule system, we currently use
different strategies in different rules. Most rules are based on relative deviations but
some use absolute deviations.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
There are few investigations with a clear, pronounced musical orientation which deals
with the perception of time intervals. Clarke (1989) made a pilot study and two ex-
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periments regarding the perception of small timing deviations of one tone in a melody. He investigated the sensitivity to such deviations under the following conditions: (1) tonal versus atonal melodic context; (2) the position of the test tone in the
melody; (3) inter-onset time interval, i.e., tempo; and (4) timing mimicking a real
performance. In (3) the dependence of time was investigated at three different tempos, so exact predictions about the dependence of JND on tempo were difficult.
Clarke estimated the variation of JND as a function of tempo to the following values:
30% at 100 ms, 10% at 200 ms, and 7.5% at 400 ms inter-onset time interval. Contrary
to most other investigations, he did not found evidence for a dependence of JND
proportional to the inter-onset time intervals. However, after comparing with the
results of Drake & Botte and van Noorden, one can see that the tempi chosen by
Clarke fall in that particular tempo range where the JND shows a complex dependence on the tempo. Clarke found no or little difference between atonal and tonal
melodies. The note position gave a significant difference in the detection of an extension of the duration of the fourth note in the sequence, as compared to the seventh
and ninth note. A perturbation appearing on the fourth note was harder to detect
than when it appeared on subsequent notes. Clarke suggested as a possible explanation that the tempo was not yet completely established as early as after three notes.
An alternative explanation is that the fourth note appeared on a weak beat and the
others on strong beats.
van Noorden (1975) carried out an entire series of investigations examining melodic fusion and fission, i.e., the perceptual phenomenon that the tones' tendency to
form melodic gestalts depends on the musical context. A factor of major significance
to this effect was found to be the pitch distance between adjacent tones. One of those
experiments was to determine the JND in time displacement of two alternating continuously repeated tones as a function of the repetition rate and the pitch difference
between the alternating tones. He showed that the JND in time displacement increased slightly with increasing pitch difference, but only as long as the sequence
was perceived as coherent, i.e., as long as melodic fusion occurred. When fission
occurred, i.e., when the sequence was perceived as two different gestalts separated
in pitch, the JND in time displacement was found to be considerably higher. This
effect occurred gradually. The case when all tones had the same pitch indicated a
threshold of approximately 8.5% for 62 ms < DR < 120 ms and 6% for 200 ms < DR <
400 ms. For 120 ms < DR < 200 ms, the JND values increased linearly from 6% to
8.5%.
Drake & Botte (in press) measured the JND for tempo and for single time intervals. Two sequences were presented in succession and the subject indicated which of
these sequences was the fastest one. Each sequence contained from one to six successive time intervals, one underlying question being how the JND changed when
the number of time intervals included in each stimuli were increased. The case of
one single interval corresponded to the same type of stimuli as the one used by Abel
(1972), see below. Drake & Botte found that the JNDs for stimuli containing two to
six intervals were considerably lower than for stimuli containing one single interval
only. For the cases of stimuli with two to six equal intervals, the JND varied between
2% and 4% of the interval duration DR, provided 200 ms < DR < 800 ms. For stimuli
with one single interval, the JND was found to be around 5% to 6% for these durations.
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For single intervals the dependence of duration was similar even though the values were considerably greater than those measured in the tempo experiments. Drake
& Botte argue that these results support the idea of a single perception model regarding single intervals, sequences of equal duration, and irregular sequences. According
to this model, which they call the "multiple look" model, information on the mean
duration and dispersion of the time intervals are continuously accumulated during
the listening to a sequence of tones, so that the underlying mean tempo is perceptually conceived.
A number of investigations have focused more on the psychoacoustic aspects of perception of time intervals. Abel (1972) made an experiment in which three listeners
determined whether two time intervals DR and DR + ADR differed in duration. The
time intervals were marked by noise bursts at the beginning and at the end. The DR
values ranged from 0.63 ms to 640 ms. The results showed that in the region 160 ms
< DR < 640 ms, the JND in time remained fairly constant at about 25% of the duration. This value was not affected by varying the duration or amplitude of the time
markers. For DR < 160 ms, however, the result varied somewhat depending on
marker type but tended to increase in relative duration down to 10 ms.
Lunney (1974) made a less formal experiment using himself as the sole subject. He
displaced every fourth note in a continuous sequence until he could notice a metrical
irregularity. The repetition rate was varied from 30 ms to 3200 ms. He achieved a
relatively good precision but only after extensive practising. Unfortunately, however, he did not report averages over repeated runs. His results showed an approximate JND value of 5% for 350 ms < DR < 1000 ms and lower values and between 3%
and 5% for 100 ms < DR < 350 ms.
Interesting comparisons can often be made between music and speech (Sundberg,
Thus, many investigations regarding durations of syllables
Nord, & Carlson, 1991~).
have been carried out in speech research. Klatt & Cooper (1975) measured the JND
for the duration of the syllable /il/ in different contexts as pronounced by speakers.
The duration of this syllable varied between 165 ms and 340 ms, depending on the
context. The original duration of the syllable was artificially lengthened and shortened and presented to listeners. The resulting JND values were found to vary from
10% to 28%. However, this substantial variation of the JND seemed related mostly to
context differences rather than to the duration of the syllable. It seems probable that
a similar relationship exists also in music.
Summarizing, the JND for duration, expressed as a percentage, seems to depend
on the inter-onset duration of the stimuli such that for durations in the range 250 to
800 ms, approximately, it remains constant and rises sharply for shorter durations
and mildly for greater durations. However, it also depends on other factors suggesting a complex perceptual processing. Furthermore, the experimental evidence for the
musical contexts is scarce, where relevant durations typically vary between 100 ms
and 500 ms, approximately. Even though the Drake & Botte investigation shows that
the dependence of the JND on duration is similar in different contexts, it seems
worthwhile to distinguish between different types of durational JNDs. The JND for
duration, as presented as the time interval between two markers, is considerably
greater than the JND for tempo, i.e., a series of temporally adjacent time intervals.
Apart from these cases, the JND for deviations from a metrical regularity apparently
deserves particular interest because of its musical relevance. Finally, and for the
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same reason the JND for deviations from musically motivated perturbations of a
metrical regularity is of interest.
Experiment
Given the significance of a multitude of known and unknown factors, it seemed necessary for this initial experiment to isolate the durational aspect of perception,
minimizing other musical factors such as melody, rhythmic complexity. On the other
hand, it also seemed desirable to design the experiment so as to ensure a musical
rather than a psychoacoustic relevance, thus avoiding stimuli such as noise-bursts or
sinusoids. We chose a production experiment using a sequence of six tones of identical pitch played in succession. All
Adjustment
notes had the same duration except for
the fourth note which could be moved
back and forth in time relatively the
other, fixed notes, see Fig. 1. The presentation and number of notes were
H
I
E I
chosen so that the variable note ocDR
ADR
curred preceded by three and followed
Fig. 1. Stimulus arrangement; all notes were jixed by two- fixed tones. The subject was
except for the fourth, which the subject could moue asked to adjust the fourth,
back and forth in time by means of a scroll bar on so that the notes appeared to be evenly
the computer screen.
spaced in time.
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Procedure
A program written in RULLE (Friberg 1986) was used for running the entire test and
recording the results. The subjects were first asked to give some personal information regarding their musical experience: if they played any instrument, for how
many years and how many hours per day the played. Then, they were presented
with three test trials.
Finally, the real test was run. It consisted of nine stimuli with inter-onset durations DR of the fixed tones being either 100,130,200,240,300,380,500,800, or 1000
ms, respectively. Each stimulus appeared three times, so that the test contained a
total of 3*9=27 stimulus presentations. The whole test took from 20 to 40 min. For
each stimulus, a scrollbar appeared on the computer screen. The fourth note was
moved by adjusting the scrollbar value. As soon as it was moved, the notes were
played according to the new adjustment. Subjects adjusted the setting until they
were satisfied. There was no specific instruction as how to listen, such as avoid mental subdivision of the durations. The displacements corresponding to the end positions on the scrollbar varied randomly. The same was true for the initial displacement value for each new stimulus. The maximum positive displacement varied randomly from 35% to 65741, and the maximum negative displacement varied from -35%
to -65%. The program stored the adjusted displacement value (ADR), the number of
trials with the same stimulus, as well as the largest displacements allowed by the
scrollbar.
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Equipment
The equipment consisted of a Macintosh I1 computer connected to a Yamaha FBOl
synthesizer controlled via a MIDI (Loy 1985) interface. The sound used had a guitarlike timbre with very fast attack (0.5 ms) and an immediate decay.
The stimuli were presented to the subjects over a loudspeaker placed in a damped
studio with almost no reverberation. In general, the precision associated with the
MIDI standard is rather modest. However, our experimental set-up offered an accuracy in the timing of the tones of 22 ms. This was due to the fact that a low number
of MIDI events were transmitted simultaneously. The accuracy achieved was assumed to be sufficient in this case in view of the results from the earlier investigations mentioned above. This assumption was supported by the results from informal
pre-tests.
Subjects
Most of the subjects were students at the Royal Institute of Technology, studying
engineering and taking the course in music acoustics. Around half of them were
amateur musicians and one of them was a professional musician. Totally 30 subjects
participated in the test.
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Fig. 2. The subjects' musical experience defined as the product of their reported daily practice and
their reported number of years of playing or singing. Subjects 2 to 25 were considered as musically
experienced.

I

The subjects were divided into two groups according to the length of their reported musical experience. This was quantitatively evaluated in terms of the product
of their daily playing/singing practice and the number of years of musical experience reported. It turned out that half of the subjects were musically more or less
active while the other half lacked musical experience almost entirely, see Fig. 2.
Thus, these groups discriminated quite efficiently those who had a very qodest musical experience from those who regularly spent time making music.
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RESULTS
Main result
For each stimulus, the mean values were calculated of the absolute values of all subjects' displacement values (ADR). We assumed that this mean, multiplied by a factor
of 2, reflected the JND. This assumption is realistic provided that the subjects' adjustments were uniformly scattered over the range corresponding to the physical
midpoint plus the positive true JND and minus the negative true JND, and that these
true positive and negative JNDs are equal. This was not entirely true, as the subjects
tended to scatter their adjustments around a positive deviation from the physical
midpoint rather than around a zero deviation. However, the mean of this asymmetry
was quite small (0.5%, confidence interval +0.3%) as compared to the mean values,
which ranged from 2% to 5%, approximately. The resulting effect on the JND was a
small positive constant.
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Fig. 3. Mean percentual IND for temporal displacement of the fourth note in a sequence of six as a
function of the inter-onset time DR. The bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
The main results are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. They show the JND, determined
as just described, in ms and percentage of the inter-onset interval, respectively. The
error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the hypothesis
that the JND equals a fixed percentage of the tone interval seems valid for durations
longer than 250 ms, approximately. For shorter durations, the dependence is quite
different suggesting that here the JND corresponds to a fixed amount of 10 ms, approximately, see Fig. 4. These results seem to imply that two different processes are
used for the perception of time intervals.
Musical experience
Usually in music listening tests, there is a difference between musicians and nonmusicians. However, no such difference was observed, as can be seen in Fig. 5 where
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the results for the two groups are shown. There was no significant difference in any
point between the groups.
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Fig. 4. Mean absolute IND for temporal displacement of the fourth note in a sequence of six as a
function of the interonset time DR. The bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

non-musicians

Fig. 5. Mean percentual IND for temporal displacement of the fourth note in a sequence of six as a
function of the interonset time DR for the two indicated groups of subjects.
Number of trials
The program also registered the number of trials that each subject spent with each
stimuli. In Fig. 6 the mean value of the number of times that the subjects listened is
shown. This can be taken as a measure of the difficulty of the task. Interestingly, the
number of trials follow the JND curve quite closely. This indicates that the perceived
difficulty of the task depended on the JND. Furthermore, there was no influence of
musical training in this regard, i.e., the same result as for the JND curves.
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Comparison with previous work
Figure 7 compares our results with results from previous work. The results of the
Drake & Botte (in press) experiments showed the best agreement with those of the
present investigation. In the figure, their results are shown for the cases of (1)singular intervals and (2) regular sequences containing two intervals. The shape of the
curve is quite similar to ours with regard to the increase toward shorter time intervals and relatively constant values for intermediate intervals. However, for longer
time intervals, their curves show a slight upward slope, which was not found in our
results. An upward slope is also seen in the results published by Lunney (1974).
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Fig. 6. The subjects' average number of trials for each stimulus as a function of the inter-onset time
DR.

Model
In synthesis of musical performance, algorithms are needed for the scaling of durational perturbations such that the effects induced by a performance rule remain perceptually identical regardless of tempo, as was mentioned in the Introduction. Our
results showed a reasonably simple dependence on the inter-onset duration of the
stimuli. Therefore, an attempt was made to express the measured JNDs into a piecewise linear approximation, see Fig. 8. This approximation shows two different dependencies of the inter-onset durations, one for intervals shorter than 243 ms and
another one for longer intervals. The agreement with the data is astonishingly good.
It is not unlikely that a perturbation of tone duration induced by a performance rule
remains perceptually identical, if the effect is scaled according to the curve shown in
this figure. Future experimentation is required for thoroughly investigating this
point.
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DISCUSSION
In a music performance, there is a clear evidence that musicians can more readily
discriminate small performance variations (Sundberg, & al, 1991a). However, in this
experiment no difference was found between musicians and non-musicians. There
can be several possible explanations for this. One could be that there is too little difference between the groups since almost nobody was a professional musician. However, even if they were not professionals, several subjects had quite extensive musical experience and one was actually a professional musician. A comparison of the
individual data revealed nothing that indicated a difference even for the most experienced subjects.
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Fig. 7. Comparison with results of different previous attempts to measure JND of duration; in van
Noorden's experiment subjects adjusted every other note in an infinite sequence of notes; Lunney
adjusted every fourth note in an infinite sequence; Drake & Botte (in press) had subjects compare
single time intervals (D&B 1 ) or tempo of metrically regular three tone sequences (D&B 2).
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Another possible explanation could be that there is a clear difference between listening and performance. Previously, it has often been assumed that perception and
performance of time are using the same mechanism. However, Sternberg, Knoll, &
Zukofsky (1982) compared results based on perception and production of fractions
of durations and found diverging results. This supports the hypothesis that the perception and performance of timing are different skills. Perhaps, the skill to discriminating events of differing durations is acquired early or even prenatal, while musi-
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cians have to train themselves to perform a sufficiently accurate timing. A possible
context stimulating discrimination of duration differences is speech, where the
length of syllables is an important factor. For instance, lengthening a syllable is a
very effective way of signalling emphasis, an often essential aspect of the meaning of
a sentence.
Drake & Botte (in press) have found a significant difference between musicians
and non-musicians with respect to the JND of both single time intervals and tempo.
With regard to tempo, this is not an unexpected finding, as the ability to remember
and recognize tempo is an important part of a musician's expertise. For example, in
playing music, starting a piece in too fast a tempo typically causes problems. This
may entail skill also in differentiation of single time intervals. Also, it should be remembered that while their experiment concerned the ability to hear differences in
tempo and single tone intervals, our experiment dealt with the ability to identify a
deviation of a single tone within a tone sequence from a metrical regularity. Thus,
while their experiment concerned comparison between sequences, our experiment
focused on the ability to process events within a sequence.
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Fig. 8. A two-piece linear approximation of the JND curve shown in Fig. 3. The first segment was
approximated using the data points for 200 ms <= DR <= 240 ms and the second segment using the
remaining data points.
An explanation to the lack of the upward slope toward the long inter-onset times,
found by Drake & Botte for sequences, could be that for our subjects, it was possible
to use mental subdivision for longer time intervals. In our case, a reference tempo
was first given in the form of the first three tones. During these tones, it was possible
to make a mental subdivision that can be used for the fourth tone. In the Drake &
Botte experiment, such a method was not possible.
Comparing the levels of the JND (Fig. 7), it was shown that our results were lower
than the Drake & Botte values for single intervals but higher than those found for
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